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In t his article, t he goal i s t o monitor t he deformation and damage behavior of composites i n r eal-time using a Nylon/Ag 

fiber sensor when subjected t o dynamic l oading. Composite samples are i ntegrated with Nylon/Ag f iber sensors at distinct 
locations and directions between t he plies. Then, t hese samples are experimentally i mpacted with l ow-velocity i mpact 
using the Taylor Cannon Gun apparatus at t hree different velocities i .e. 2.5 m s−1, 3 m s−1, and 6.5 m s−1, r espectively. These 

three sets of t ests are conducted t o determine t he detection performance of t he Nylon/Ag f iber sensor when t he composite 

sample experiences no damage, some microdamage, and overall breakage. Besides, t he f iber sensor placed i n each position 

showed distinct electrical behavior i n all t hree t ests and detected t he deformation, damage i nitiation, quantification, 
identification, and damage propagation. The r esults confirmed t he ability of t he f iber sensor t o monitor and i dentify t he 

mechanical deformation during dynamic l oading and showed t hat t he sensor can be used as a f lexible sensor r einforcement 
in composites f or i n-situ monitoring as well.
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1. Introduction

Even though vast research has been going to monitor deform-
ation and damage in real-time during quasi-static loading
but monitoring systems for dynamic failure are still under-
developed. The impact such as hailstone, bird strike, and other
mechanical collisions were some of the frequent dynamic
loadings for structures such as wind turbines, aircraft and
bridges which could affect the integrity of the structure and
induce fiber breakage, delamination, matrix cracking or inter-
facial failure [1–3]. Moreover, impact loading was one of the
most common causes of the failure of structure and it was often
very difficult to detect failure because damage occurs very fast
and generally not visually visible [4–7].

Structural healthmonitoring (SHM) is a widely known phe-
nomenon to monitor the health of the structure in real-time so,
the failure can be sensed before the final failure of the struc-
ture [8]. Detection of impact damage was usually conducted
after the impact with non-destructive testing techniques such
as ultrasonic [9], acoustic emission [10–13], fiber Bragg grat-
ing (FBG) [14, 15], optical fiber [16]. However, these tech-
niques were expensive, difficult to install, prone to external
noise, and required complex installation procedure [17, 18].
The studies conducted to detect the damage during impact
dynamic loading were mostly focused on the damage detec-
tion and did not include the study of detection signal to elab-
orate the monitoring of deformation, damage initiation, dam-
age propagation, damage quantification, and identification of
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Figure 1. Manufacturing process of Nylon/Ag fiber sensor.

Figure 2. SEM characterization of Nylon/Ag fiber sensor after
manufacturing.

the type of damage. This limitation was the main motivation
behind this research.

The change in measurement of the electrical resistance
(ER) was one of the real-time SHM methods that were used
to monitor the behavior of composite samples during working
conditions, specifically for carbon fibers composites for their
good electrical and thermal conductivity [19–22]. It worked
based on the rearrangement of carbon fibers and contact point
change within composites during failure [23–31]. However,
this method was unfavorable for low conductive composites
such as glass fiber or cementitious composites which required

the addition of nanofillers [32–37] for their self-sensing beha-
vior by enhancing their electrical behavior during operation
[38–43]. However, the addition of nanofillers could not be
applied on large scale structures because high mass fractions
of the nanofillers will be needed to ensure good conductance
that could cause an increase in cost and difficulty in uniform
dispersion [44, 45].

Smart textiles were then considered as a promising altern-
ative for the SHM application because they can behave as
reinforcement and monitor the mechanical behavior of the
structural component simultaneously [46–48]. Fabrics, yarns,
and other textiles are some of the examples of these conductive
fiber sensors which work on the basic principle of traditional
strain gauges [49]. Initially, conductive polymers were con-
sidered for real-time damage monitoring however, they were
affected by the environmental factor and their conductance
was less in comparison with the nanoparticles [50, 51]. There-
fore, integrating the polymer textiles or coating themwith con-
ductive nanoparticles such as graphene nanoplatelets (GNP)
and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were considered for real-time
SHM of structural components [52–56]. However, the porous
network of CNTs and their tunneling effect resulted in affect-
ing the sensitivity of CNT based sensors [57–60] while GNP
had stability issues in exposed air and it is also toxic [61, 62].

Furthermore, metal nanoparticles were also considered for
real-time damage monitoring applications. Amongst all metal
nanoparticles, silver (Ag) showed promising results when used
as a coating for flexible substrates like yarns and other polymer
textiles because of its good mechanical performance, thermal
behavior, electrical properties, competitive price, and stabil-
ity in air [62–69]. However, the use of these Ag coated smart
textiles in SHM of composites under dynamic loading is still
limited. Recently, Y Qureshi et al [69, 70] studied Nylon/Ag
fiber sensor as a strain sensor for real-time SHM of compos-
ites under quasi-static elongation and displayed that the loca-
tion of sensor plays a significant part in identifying the type of
damage [71]. Moreover, they also studied that the position of
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Figure 3. (a)–(c) Composite sample preparation process with integration of Nylon/Ag fiber sensors (d)–(e) Geometric parameters of the
samples and placement of Nylon/Ag fiber sensor in each position correspondingly.

the sensor paid a vital role in detecting the type and amount of
damage in composites during flexural loading [72, 73]. How-
ever, up to the best knowledge of the author, there is no or lim-
ited information available regarding the use of smart textiles
for dynamic damage monitoring in real-time. Moreover, the
studies conducted to detect the damage during impact dynamic
loading were mostly focused on the damage detection and did
not include the study of detection signal to elaborate the mon-
itoring of deformation, damage initiation, damage propaga-
tion, damage quantification and identification of the type of
damage. This limitation was the main motivation behind this
research.

Hence, in this study, an investigation was carried out to
observe the ability of the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor to mon-
itor the mechanical behavior of composite material in real-
time under dynamic impact. Besides, the ability of the fiber
sensor to distinguish between different types of failures and
quantification of induced damage was also studied by pla-
cing the fiber sensor in different positions. The fiber sensor
was inserted in the composite plate sample in their particu-
lar direction and position during the manufacturing process.
Then each composite plate sample was tested experimentally
on TAYLOR GUN under low-velocity impact and its deform-
ation was monitored by correlating its mechanical behavior
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Figure 4. Experimental setup to calculate the Gauge Factor of the fiber sensor.

Figure 5. Experimental setup to inspect the real-time monitoring behavior of the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor within the composite under
dynamic impact.

with the electrical behavior of fiber sensor in each position.
The results presented exciting performance and showed that
the fiber sensormonitored the deformation and established that
the position of the fiber sensor played a vital role in differen-
tiating between different types of damage and in quantifying
them. Moreover, the sensor showed good potential to monitor
damage in dynamic failure and to detect damage propagation
phenomenon throughout the sample.

2. Sample preparation

Nylon/Ag fiber sensor was fabricated using an electroless
plating process to deposit a continuous coating of Ag nan-
oparticles on the surface of filaments of nylon yarn. The
electroless plating process was utilized because of its sim-
plicity and effectiveness for complex geometries [69, 70],

figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image showed
uniform and continuous coating of nylon yarn with Ag nano-
particles [69, 70], figure 2. Afterward, Nylon/Ag fiber sensor
was embeddedwithin the three plies of chopped glass fibermat
in their particular location and direction during the manufac-
turing of the plate sample and these plies separated the fiber
sensor from each other, figure 3(a). Also, the poor conduct-
ivity of the glass fiber mat ensured electrical isolation of the
sensor in each position, and randomly oriented chopped fibers
confirmed the isotropic behavior of the sample. Four sensors
were placed along the length of the composite sample between
ply 2 and 3 at position L1, L2, L3, and L4 while one Nylon/Ag
fiber sensor was integrated between the ply 1 and ply 2 in
the position along the width of the sample and the center i.e.
W, figure 3(b). After the addition of 1:4 ratio of resin and
hardener blend into the mold, composite samples were cured
for 48 h at room temperature and full integration of the sensors
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Figure 6. Experimental boundary conditions and position of impact.

Figure 7. Experimental calculation of the sensitivity of the Nylon/Ag Fiber sensor.
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Figure 8. Deformation mechanism of the composite sample during the impact.

Figure 9. Comparison of experimental behavior of the first two tests which were without any visible macro damage.

was attained in each sample, figure 3(c). Each sample was of
5 mm in thickness, 80 mm in width and 150 mm in length and
geometric demonstration of the sample clarified the direction
and location of the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor within the sample,
figures 3(d)–(e).

3. Experimental procedure

Nylon/Ag fiber sensor was tested as a standalone sensor to
demonstrate its strain sensitivity by calculating its gauge factor
and this procedure is discussed in detail in [70], figure 4.
Composite plate embedded with the Nylon/Ag fiber sensors
was experimentally tested under low-velocity impact using
the Taylor Cannon Gun. Electrical signals of the Nylon/Ag
fiber sensors, placed at different positions within the sample,
were recorded using the data acquisition system (manufac-
tured by HBM) for monitoring the mechanical behavior of the

sample in real-time, figure 5(a). The sample was placed on
the holder with precaution to ensure electrical isolation of all
electrical connections from any metallic part of the machine
to avoid any perturbation in the signal of the sensors. After-
ward, the specimenswere tested at a low-velocity impact range
with an impactor of 1.6 kg, and diodes were used to record
the velocity of the impactor, figure 5(b). Three sets of tests
were performed to examine the detection behavior of the fiber
sensors. The first test was performed at 2.5 m s−1 and while
the second test was performed at 3 m s−1 and in each set of
tests sample was impacted at the position shown in figure 6.
This position was selected to ensure the maximum possibility
of distinct behavior of the sensor in each position to demon-
strate the complex failure mechanism of the composite sample
under dynamic loading. The first two tests were performed
to observe the real-time detection response and sensitivity
of the designed Nylon/Ag fiber sensor where there is elastic
deformation or some localized permanent deformation at the
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Figure 10. Mechanical behavior of fractured composite sample and repeatability of mechanical results. Test 1 was performed on the sample
integrated with fiber sensors and test 2 and test 3 were performed on sample without fiber sensors.

Figure 11. Overall fracture and damage propagation during the impact of composite plate. (a) In-plan damage propagation (Front view).
(b) Through-thickness damage propagation (Top View).

microscale and the position of impact was selected to demon-
strate the detection of damage propagation. The third set of
tests was performed at 6.5 m s−1 to ensure overall damage and
final fracture of the samples and samples were impacted in the
same position as the first two tests. It must be kept in mind that
this investigation was conducted to understand the real-time
damage detection behavior of sensors during dynamic load-
ing when inserted into the composite which could be subjec-
ted to variable damage behavior. However, three tests were
conducted for overall damage and fracture of the specimen
to show the repeatability of the mechanical response of the
composite specimen. Two specimens were tested without fiber

sensors and one was tested with the integrated fiber sensors at
different locations.

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Strain sensitivity of the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor

The gauge factor (G.F) was calculated to demonstrate the
strain sensitivity of the fiber sensor by comparing the change
in resistance △R/Ro of the sensor against the applied strain ε
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Figure 12. Real-time high-speed photographs of dynamic impact test performed at v = 6.5 m s−1 on the composite sample.

as shown in equation (1).

G.F =

(

△R

Ro

)

ε
(1)

The G.F was found to be in the range of 21–25
within the elastic limit, figure 7(a). Moreover, over-
all electromechanical behavior of each specimen also
showed good correlation by demonstrating linear gradual
increase in the resistance with the applied strain. The res-
istance achieved its maximum value upon the damage,
figure 7(b).

4.2. Mechanical behavior of composite sample

It was necessary to understand the mechanical behavior of
the composite under dynamic impact to apprehend the detec-
tion behavior of the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor. The sample was
fixed on the two opposite sides and was impacted in the cen-
ter. During the impact, the sample experienced compression
deformation at the upper surface which was in direct con-
tact with the impactor while lower surface experienced tensile
stress in response to the compression strain similar to the
failure mechanism of the sample subjected to flexural bend-
ing [72], figure 8. The first two tests performed at 2.5 m s−1

and 3 m s−1 respectively showed similar overall mechanical
response with a slight increase in the overall force because of
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Figure 13. Mechanical behavior and high-speed camera images of a test performed at an impact velocity of 6.5 m/.

the increase in the impact velocity, figure 9. The maximum
force at 2.5 m s−1 and 3 m s−1 are respectively 12.089 kN and
14.678 kN respectively. Then, three tests were performed at
6.5 m s−1 and they displayed good repeatability in the mech-
anical behavior of the composite samples, figure 10. During
the test at 6.5 m s−1, the damage propagation occurred within
the plies and through thickness which led to the overall frac-
ture of the composite plate, figure 11. High speed camera
was also used to monitor the behavior of the plate during the
impact and verify the damage mechanism, figure 12. Com-
parison of the high-speed camera images with the mechanical
behavior of the composite plate showed that the samples were
completely fractured at this impact velocity frame by frame,
figure 13.

4.3. SEM characterization of fractured sample

SEM was also carried out of the fractured sample to under-
stand the damage and fracture behavior of the sample and
to identify the position of the respective fiber sensors. It
was visible in the SEM image that the sample consisted
of three plies, figures 14(a) and (b). It also identified the
randomly oriented chopped fibers and epoxy in each ply.
Moreover, cracks and damage propagation were also vis-
ible in the SEM images and one of the interesting things
observed was that none of the crack initiation and dam-
age propagation was found near the region of integration of
the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor, figures 14(c) and (d). This con-
cluded that this fiber sensor monitored the sample in real-time
and did not act as a defect [72]. In addition, SEM images
also showed the placement of fiber sensors in different pos-
itions, for example, two fiber sensors are perpendicular to

each other and in different plies were seen in this respect-
ive image, figure 14(e). One of the fiber sensors was in pos-
ition W and the other one could be anyone from the fiber
sensors placed in L1, L2, L3, and L4. Coated filaments of
Nylon/Ag fiber sensors were visible when SEM character-
ization was carried out at higher magnification, figure 14(f).
Some of the filaments of the broken fiber sensor (during the
fracture) also showed removal of coating in some regions
and one can distinguish the nylon core from the Ag coating,
figure 14(f).

4.4. Real-time damage monitoring by Nylon/Ag fiber sensor

The first sample tested at an impact velocity of 2.5 m s−1,
was to determine the deformation detection by the Nylon/Ag
fiber sensor. The electrical response of the sensor correl-
ated perfectly with the mechanical behavior of the composite.
Sample was impacted at the position described in section 3
and three very interesting phenomena were observed during
the dynamic deformation. The result showed that when the
sample was impacted with the impactor there was sudden and
quick decrease in the resistance of the sensor placed in L2 and
then it returned to the original behavior, figure 15. The first
phenomenon showed that the damage was local and was only
detected by the sensor beneath or closer to the impacted region
i.e. L2 and fiber sensor placed in all the other positions did
not show any change of behavior. The second phenomenon
was that the fiber sensor showed a decrease in resistance
which confirmed the presence of compressive strain during the
impact which was logical because the surface of the mater-
ial in direct contact of the impactor experienced compression
deformation. The third phenomenon was the return of the ER
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Figure 14. SEM characterization of fractured sample. (a) shows the distinct three plies of the composite specimen with randomly oriented
chopped fibers (b) shows epoxy and fibers at higher magnification with the presence of a crack (c)-(d) show the positions where Nylon/Ag
fibers were placed during the fabrication and no damage was found near these regions. These two images were taken at two different
coordinates (e) demonstrate two Nylon/Ag fiber sensors placed perpendicular to each other and within different plies (f) shows Nylon/Ag
fiber sensor at higher magnification.
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Figure 15. In-situ detection of deformation in the composite sample under dynamic impact at v = 2.5 m s−1 by Nylon/Ag fiber sensor.

to the original signal which showed that there was no perman-
ent damage or damage propagation and the material recovered
all the compressive strain induced by the impactor. Further-
more, this test confirmed the ability of the Nylon/Ag fiber
sensor to detect the deformation of the sample or its dam-
age behavior in real-time with good accuracy during dynamic
impact.

The second sample was tested at the sample position but
with slightly higher velocity to induce certain permanent dam-
age in the sample without breakage to recognize the behavior
of the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor when there is permanent damage
and damage propagation. The results showed that sensors in
position L2, L3, and W showed a change in resistance while
fiber sensors in L1 and L4 positions did not show any change
in the signal, figure 16. This confirmed that the damage was
local and did not propagate on a larger scale. The signal of
fiber sensor in positions of L2, L3, and W confirmed that the
damage propagation was not only in-plane but also through
the thickness which confirmed the presence of internal per-
manent damage whether it was micro or macro in scale. The
results of this test showed another important phenomenon, the
delay in the change of resistance of each sensor which demon-
strated the time taken by the damage to propagate and reach to
the region where there was another fiber sensor and this delay
was recorded in milliseconds. Furthermore, the unique beha-
vior of fiber sensor in each position displayed the detection of
different type of damage, for example, decrease in the resist-
ance of fiber sensor in L2 and L3 positions showed the presence
of compressive damage in the area which was in direct contact
or closer to the impact, however, increase in the resistance of
the fiber sensor in W position showed the presence of tensile
damage in the lower surface of the specimen.

Another interesting behavior observed in the signal of these
fiber sensors during the deformation was that the fiber sensors
in all three positions showed the different intensity of signal

change and all of them did not return to the original signal.
The permanent change in the signal of the sensor confirmed
the presence of permanent damage or deformation which the
difference in the intensity of the signal quantified the amount
of damage in the respective regions. For example, fiber sensor
in L2 position showed more increase in resistance than in L3
position because the L2 position was closer to the impacted
region and experienced maximum effect of the damage while
the fiber sensor inW position experienced the minimum effect
because damage propagation was more favorable within the
ply and traveled faster in comparison to propagating through-
thickness.

This test confirmed the ability of the said monitoring sys-
tem to not only detect the damage propagation but also to
quantify different types of damage. To further explain the
quantification of damage, linear empirical equations accur-
ately describe the relation of the change in resistance with
the damage rate within the composite sample. These empir-
ical relations were derived from the curves in figure 16(b) and
showed a linear change in the resistance (Ohm) with respect to
the time (s). Two equations were derived, one for the positive
change in resistance (RP) and one for the negative change in
resistance (RN) of the sensor with respect to the time. These
equations are presented as follow:

RP (t) = 9061.8t− 11.942

R2 = 0.9758
(2)

RN (t) = 37098t+ 12.999

R2 = 0.9957
(3)

Both equations represented similar empirical relations with
an accuracy of 98% which further verified the behavior of
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Figure 16. (a) In-situ monitoring in the composite sample by Nylon/Ag fiber sensor subjected to dynamic impact at velocity 3 m s−1.
(b) Calculation of empirical relations to describe the nonlinear change in resistance with respect to time.

sensors for the quantification of damage. The relation of
resistance with time could be generalized as follow:

R(t) = at+ b (4)

where a, b, c, d, e, and f are empirical constants.
Now, to quantify the damage rate within the composite

sample, we will use the following relation:

GF=
∆R/R

ε
(5)

With

R′ =
∆R

R

ε= R′
∗

(

1

GF

)

(6)

where GF is the gauge factor constant of the sensor, R is the
original resistance of the sensor, and ∆R is the change in the
resistance of the sensor with the applied strain ε.

By substituting equations (3) in (5), the change of resistance
with respect to time can give us change in strain with respect
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Figure 17. In-situ monitoring in the composite sample by Nylon/Ag fiber sensor subjected to dynamic impact at velocity 6.5 m s−1.

to time i.e. damage rate during dynamic deformation of the
composite specimen.

ε(t) = R′ (t) ∗

(

1

GF

)

(7)

This equation quantifies the strain rate or damage rate in the
composite specimen under dynamic loading using the change
in resistance of the signal of the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor in
real-time.

Furthermore, the Nylon/Ag fiber sensors inserted in the
specimens tested at a velocity of 6.5 m s−1 for the overall frac-
ture and breakage showed a change in resistance in all posi-
tions. They further confirmed the phenomena discussed in the
previous two sets of tests in addition, the fiber sensor in all
the positions reached their maximum resistance to show the
final damage depending upon the amount of damage detected.
As usual, the fiber sensor in the L2 position showed a change
in resistance before all the other positions and showed a max-
imum decrease in resistance during fracture of the specimen
which confirmed the presence of maximum cracks and dam-
age near and in the impact zone, figure 17. Fiber sensor in pos-
ition L1 also showed a decrease in resistance with less intensity
than the fiber sensor in position L2 and with a slight delay in
the signal which was less than 1 ms. This confirmed the dam-
age propagation form position L2 to L1 however, the amount
of damage in position L1 was less than L2 before final fail-
ure. The Nylon/Ag fiber sensors placed in the position L3 and
L4 showed similar response like position L1 but their intens-
ity of the signal of lower depending upon their distance from
the impact zone. The fiber sensor in position W showed the
maximum increase in the resistance before the final fracture
indicating the tensile damage but the intensity of the signal
confirmed the presence of localized damage. Moreover, it was
seen in the results that the delay in the change of signal was

maximum for fiber sensor in position L4 because of the exten-
ded distance and it would have taken more time for the dam-
age to propagate there. In fact, damage propagated first to L1,
then to W, then to L3, and L4 position because the distance
through-thickness was less than the position L3 and L4. Fur-
thermore, this test helped in understanding the complex dam-
age initiation and propagation behavior in the isotropic com-
posite plate before the final overall fracture.

5. Conclusion

In this article, experimentation was carried out to compre-
hend and examine the detection performance of the Nylon/Ag
fiber sensor for monitoring the behavior of the composite
plate and its damage evolution under dynamic loading. The
fiber sensor was inserted at distinct positions and directions in
the composite sample to study its detection behavior and to
understand the damage mechanism of the composite sample.
The results showed good repeatability in the mechanical per-
formance of the sample and change in electrical behavior
of the fiber sensor correlated perfectly with the deformation
of the composite plate under low-velocity dynamic impact.
Moreover, the fiber sensor placed in each position showed dis-
tinct response which not only confirmed the detection of dif-
ferent types of damages i.e. compression or tensile but also,
quantified the induced damage by the intensity of the sig-
nal. Besides all, the offset in the change in resistance of fiber
sensors according to their position, demonstrated the detection
of damage propagation in the composite plate in both in-plane
and through-thickness for dynamic loading and this detection
was in milliseconds. Therefore, the fiber sensor in each posi-
tion presented the detection of damage initiation, damage evol-
ution, type of damage, and specified whether it was localized
or overall throughout the sample. This study confirmed the
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ability of the Nylon/Ag fiber sensor as a flexible reinforce-
ment in composite materials for in-situ monitoring because
of its perfect correlation with the dynamic failure mechanism
of the sample. This confirmed the durability and stability of
this sensor and this study can be further continued with differ-
ent types of composite specimens such as unidirectional (UD)
composites or under other dynamic configurations.
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